1st Co fire in support of 1st Bn. 331st Inf. Stay where it is until fires are masked. Stay in gap but prepared to revert to 3rd Bn on Regt Order.

1st Bn attack at 0930. LD-present front lines. Echeloned to left rear.

Ron Trp protect left flank of Regt. Maintain contact with 1st Bn.

2d Bn (less G Co) to attack on order. Pass thru Ron Trp and move to left flank of 1st Bn. Maintain Officer liaison with 1st Bn.

323d FA & Co Bn in direct support.

3rd Bn with Ron Trp attached later remain in place prepared to mop up area on Regt order.

Engr & TD units remain in place prepared to move on Regt order.
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